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Azerbaijan Aisel X my heart Azerbaijan, entered into this contest and kept a high 
standard on their entries year after year and again they 
turn up with a nice pop tune but this year they follow 
the Swedish formula 100%. A song made for radio plays 
and so main stream. In need of a good show to pass to 
the final but still this writer not impressed.

Iceland Ari Olafsson Our choice Poor Iceland, at the end of each poll. Described as dated 
and boring. This is not the problem I have with the 
Icelandic entry, its the lyrics, But the guy is a good 
singer and even if it maybe not sound 2018 a nice ballad 
with some musical influences.

Albania Eugent Bushpepa Mall For some reason people like the Albanian song but I do 
not join them and I have a hard time to see it pass to the 
final if not the juries for some reason been drinking on 
their job.

Belgium Sennek A matter of time Without a doubt one of the best songs in this years 
contest. Adele and Bond influences grab you from the 
start. If anything can stop Belgium from a top 10 this 
year it will be if she fails live. 

Czech Republic Mikolas Josef Lie to me A major favorite this year and it is for me this years ”I 
don’t even understand how anyone can like this shit”. 
Some songs, each year you do not like but you 
understand why others like it, and every year its a few 
songs you don’t even think of as a strong song. And I do 
not understand this at all.

Lithuania Ieva Zasimauskaite When we’re old It must be a nightmare to enter into Eurovision knowing 
you will never pass onto the final stage. Even if the song 
is ok this is a mission impossible.

Israel Netta Toy The favorite to win and even if I don’t hate this entry its 
a mix of feelings. I do like the pop parts but hate the 
chicken parts. Why? For heavens sake why? And another 
added downside here is that I really do not like the 
singer, she’s kind of unlikeable in my book. So this is 
mixed feelings. May we hope for a lex ”Kate Ryan”? 
(Internal Eurovision fan language).

Belarus Alekseev Forver One of my favorite songs 2018, I love this, my name is 
written all over it and I am so sorry to hear that he can’t 
hit a note right live. But I stand strong and refuse to 
accept it. This is pop at its best.

Estonia Elina Nechayeva La Forza My pop favorite follows by this amazing entry from 
Estonia. Released with two amazing dance remixes and a 
original version providing the listener with goose bumps 
all over the body. Well done Estonia.

Bulgaria Equinox Bones Not a huge WOW but more than ok and thanks heaven 
they decided to go for something else than the boring 
Swedish radio adapted kind of song like last year. 

F.Y.R Macedonia Eye Cue Lost and Found This entry… Sometimes I love it and other times its so 
enjoying I just need to fast forward. To much is 
happening and at the same time the good parts of the 
song is really good. Might be to hard for the voters to 
get in 3 minutes but maybe the juries might help.

Croatia Franka Crazy Croatia, as Azerbaijan, go the radio hit way and end up 
in a mess of boring. I´d liked this the first time I heard it 
but then it takes the fast track down the hill and crash. 

Austria Cesar Sampson Nobody but you I want to like this but it is a typical high placed by the 
juries and ”0” by tele voters and I hope it won’t be 
enough. Its plain boring.

Greece Yianna Terzi Oniro Mou I can’t say anything else besides when Greece go all in 
Greek they turn up with entries like this and always nails 
it. This is ethane pop at its best and so far from radio 
playlists outside Greece and Cyprus as you can get. 
Typical Eurovision.
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Finland Saara Aalto Monsters Three songs in the Finnish selection to the Eurovision 
and they did not sent the best one if you ask me. This is 
not bad but far from original and SO Swedish Selection 
reject.

Armania Sevak Khanagyan Qami No comment cause I will most likely be sent to a work 
camp in the Armenian mountains if I write what I think 
about this song.

Switzerland Zibbz Stones For once Switzerland turn up to ESC with a Semi final top 
10 song. Not a chance to win the contest and might 
even be on the second half of my final list for the Finals 
but in this semi, I really hope they succeed.

Ireland Ryan O´Shaughnessy Together This is a nice song, a nice guy, sing nice lyrics from a 
nice country. I can´t say I don’t like it, cause I do, even if 
its far away from what I usually like. This is cute and 
sympathetic.

Cyprus Elini Foureira Fuego Again a huge fan favorite to victory and again a song I 
don’t get at all. This is a song which will be secondary to 
a song and dance number and fool the viewers to think 
its an amazing song. Sounds familiar? Yes, Lex Sweden 
for many years now.
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